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Abstract 

 In this paper a new numerical implementation and a test of the modified variational 
Multiconfigurational Gaussian (vMCG) equations are presented. In vMCG the wave function is 
represented as a superposition of trajectory guided Gaussian Coherent States and the time derivatives 
of the wave function parameters are found from a system of linear equations, which in turn follows 
from the variational principle applied simultaneously to all wave function parameters. In the original 
formulation of vMCG the corresponding matrix was not well behaved and needed regularisation, which 
required matrix inversion. The new implementation of the modified vMCG equations seems to have 
improved the method, which now enables straightforward solution of the linear system without matrix 
inversion, thus achieving greater efficiency, stability and robustness. Here the new version of the 
vMCG approach is tested against a number of benchmarks, which previously have been studied by 
split-operator, Multiconfigurational Time Dependent Hartree (MCTDH) and Multilayer MCTDH (ML-
MCTDH) techniques.  The accuracy and efficiency of the new implementation of vMCG is directly 
compared with the method of Coupled Coherent States (CCS), another technique which uses trajectory 
guided grids.  More generally we demonstrate that trajectory guided Gaussian based methods are 
capable of simulating quantum systems with tens or even hundreds of degrees of freedom previously 
accessible only for MCTDH and ML-MCTDH.  
 

 

I INTRODUCTION 

 Exact analytical solvability of the time-dependent Schrödinger-equation for systems with large 

number of degrees of freedom (DOF) is limited to a few simple models. There are two  problems 

which make multidimensional quantum mechanics difficult to deal with.  First, determining the 

potential energy surface is a complicated problem, which is also present in classical molecular 

dynamics.  Recently substantial progress has been made1, 2 with various forms of PES parametrisations 

and fits.  The second problem is the scaling of quantum mechanics with the number of degrees of 

freedom (DOF): the number of quantum states increases exponentially with the size of quantum 

system. Impressive progress has been made in calculations of quantum states for the systems 

comprised of large numbers of coupled vibrational modes3 some of which can be very “floppy”3, 4. In 

dynamical calculations – when evolution of the wave packet is not restricted to a certain area – the 

“exponential curse” of quantum mechanics is perhaps the most severe. If a static grid of 健 states is used 

for a single-mode, a problem of 兼 DOF requires 
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券 噺 健陳 (1.1) 

grid points making the challenge of exponential scaling almost insurmountable. 

 In the last few decades a family of concepts based on trajectory guided Gaussians, which rely on 

locally defined adaptable basis sets, gained considerable importance. A number of methods both 

semiclassical and formally exact have been developed. The list of most important techniques can be 

divided into two categories.  Semiclassical methods include but not limited to the early application of 

Frozen Gaussians5 and semiclassical Herman-Kluk propagator6, 7. For more details and new 

developments of the semiclassical Gaussian based methods see review8.  Fully quantum techniques 

which at least in principle can be converted to fully quantum result include Multiple Spawning9, 

Gaussian Multiconfigurational Time Dependent Hartree (G-MCTDH10), Coupled Coherent States 

CCS11-13, variational Gaussian approach14 and variational Multiconfigurational Gaussians (vMCG)15.  

All these techniques use grids (or basis sets) of trajectory guided Frozen Gaussian Coherent States, 

which follow the wave function thus economising the basis set size.  Another advantage of such 

techniques is that a randomly sampled basis can be used, which is advantageous in high dimensional 

problems because Monte Carlo techniques scale with dimensionality much better than (1.1). 

Importance sampling, which is the crucial part of all above methods, allows the basis to be built only 

around the dynamically important phase-space region. With such random sampling the Gaussian based 

methods can potentially scale as 兼態, although in reality the scaling is often worse than that. However, 

even with the ever increasing computational power, the methods based on trajectory guided Gaussians 

sometimes suffer from two difficulties: scaling and robustness. 

 Variational Multiconfigurational Gaussians10, 15 (vMCG) is potentially one of the most efficient 

methods of high dimensional quantum dynamics. In vMCG the wave function is represented as a 

superposition of N trajectory guided Gaussian wave packets 】皇岫建岻玉 噺 布 欠津岫建岻】径津岫建岻┸ 恵津岫建岻玉津退怠┸朝 噺 布 欠津岫建岻】渓津岫建岻玉津退怠┸朝  (1.2) 

The time evolution of the wave function can be determined from the variational principle. It yields time 

derivatives of its parameters which can be obtained from a system of linear equations  拶詩岌 噺 産 (1.3) 

where 詩 is the vector of wave function parameters, which includes both the amplitudes 欠津  and all 

positions 渓津 of N coherent states (each one of them M-dimensional 渓津 噺 権津岫怠岻┸ ┼ ┸ 権津岫暢岻) and 拶 is the 

matrix which can be derived for example using the elegant formalism developed by Kramer and 

Saraceno16 (See Ref17 for more details). Matrix D in (1.3), as well as similar matrices in other 

variational approaches18-21, is often numerically nearly singular and has to be regularised.  This may be 

done by matrix inversion, during which the lowest eigenvalues of D are increased by a small and 

somewhat arbitrary regularisation parameter so that the inverse matrix does not have extremely large 

elements. As a result the equation is eventually written as  詩岌 噺 拶貸怠産 (1.4) 

which is of course equivalent to (1.3) from the formal point of view. Numerically however matrix 

inversion is much more expensive than the solution of system of linear equations (1.3). 
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 In a recent paper17 the equations of vMCG were modified and written in a form similar to the 

equations of the Couple Coherent States (CCS) technique12, another method based on trajectory guided 

Gaussians.  In CCS special efforts were made to minimise coupling between the amplitudes by making 

the coupling matrix small, smooth and sparse. CCS introduces a preexponential factor to smooth out 

the rapid oscillations of quantum amplitudes. It appears that this simple trick works also for vMCG and 

makes matrix D sufficiently well behaved. In the tests of the vMCG equations17 presented here we 

were able to solve the equations (1.3) without inverting the matrix. Since our version of vMCG is 

closely connected to the CCS theory we also compare accuracy and efficiency of the two techniques. 

With the same basis size vMCG is more accurate simply because it employs more variational 

parameters, as the time dependence of all the parameters in (1.2) are determined variationally. For the 

same number of variational parameters however the accuracy of the two techniques is close and both 

methods show similar levels of robustness and stability.  

 In the Chapter II we briefly sketch our version of the vMCG theory, which in the original paper17 

was presented for 1D case only.  Here we present the theory in multidimensional form, which is 

conceptually simple but involves long algebra, given in the Appendix A1.  Chapter III provides details 

of the numerical tests.  First, our implementation of vMCG was tested on simple Morse oscillator 

because a 1D problem allows to visualise complicated variational trajectories.  Then Henon-Heiles 

(HH) model was investigated and the accuracy and efficiency of vMCG was compared with those of 

CCS, using MCTDH benchmark obtained previously for 2D, 6D, 10D and 18D Henon-Heiles 

systems22.  To demonstrate the limitations of vMCG and its scaling with the number of degrees of 

freedom we also performed CCS calculation for 1458D model previously studied in the ref23 by ML-

MCTDH, and show that vMCG calculation for a system of such size is not feasible but CCS yeilds a 

good result.  We also use this example to make some general remarks about the accuracy and 

convergence of vMCG, CCS and MCTDH, ML-MCTDH methods24 of high-dimensional quantum 

mechanics.  

 Throughout this paper natural units were used with 屋 噺 な, and the Coherent States were set to have 降 噺 な a�d 兼 噺 な┻  
 

 

II THEORY 

2.1 Coherent states 

Coherent state (CS) based approaches gained considerable importance in molecular dynamics. As they 

are minimum uncertainty states and Gaussian-functions they are compatible with both semiclassical 

and quantum mechanical descriptions. A single-mode coherent state z is an element of the phase-space 康 噺 岶岫圏┸ 喧岻岼 where qi and pi are canonically conjugated variables. Using phase-space coordinates a 1D 

coherent state 権 樺 翁 can be written as 

権 噺 謬紘に 圏 髪 件屋 俵 なに紘 喧 
(2.1) 

and  
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権茅 噺 謬紘に 圏 伐 件屋 俵 なに紘 喧 
(2.2) 

with 紘 噺 陳摘屋 , where z and z* are eigenstates of the annihilation and creation operators: 欠賦】権駈 噺 権】権駈 (2.3) 極権】欠賦駐 噺 極権】権茅 (2.4) 

A multidimensional CS is a product of m single-mode CSs  

】渓沈岫建岻玉 噺 敷 】権沈岫賃岻岫建岻駈陳
賃退怠  

(2.5) 

and represents a point in M-dimensional phase space 康暢 噺 岶岫圏陳┸ 喧陳岻┹ 兼 噺 な┸に┸ ┼ ┸ 警岼 The overlap of 

two M-dimensional CS’s 

禅沈珍 噺 極渓沈弁渓珍玉 噺 exp 峭渓沈茅渓珍 伐 渓沈渓沈茅に 伐 渓珍渓珍茅に 嶌
噺 敷極権沈岫賃岻弁権珍岫賃岻玉暢

賃退怠噺 敷 exp 嵜権沈茅岫賃岻権珍岫賃岻 伐 弁権沈岫賃岻弁態に 伐 弁権珍岫賃岻弁態に 崟暢
賃退怠  

(2.6) 

is a product of M 1D overlaps.  Although continuum basis of coherent states is overcomplete in 

numerical calculations we always deal with a finite set of CSs which simply represent a non-orthogonal 

basis with the overlap matrix (2.6).  In this finite basis of Coherent States the identity becomes 所 噺 布    】渓沈駈禅貸層沈珍極渓珍】    沈┸珍  (2.7) 

where 禅貸層沈珍 are the elements of the inverse overlap matrix of CSs.  The identity (2.7) is a discretisation 

of that of the continuous manifold covering all z-space where 所 is the product of M 1D integral 

identities 

所 噺 敷 磐な講 豹】権岫賃岻秘泌権岫賃岻】  穴態権岫賃岻卑暢
賃退怠  

(2.8) 

with the single-mode integral measure 穴態権 噺 鳥槌鳥椎態屋 .  For more details about CS notations refer to Ref.12. 

With the coherent state representation any time-dependent wave function and its conjugate can be 

written up in coherent state basis in the general form (1.2). In coordinate representation a CS is simply 

a multidimensional Gaussian wave packet with the following ansatz 

極景沈弁渓珍玉 噺 岾紘講峇陳替 exp 磐伐 紘に 岫景沈 伐 恵沈岻脹岫景沈 伐 恵沈岻 髪 件屋 径斬岫景沈 伐 恵沈岻 髪 件径珍恵珍に屋 卑 (2.9) 

 Matrix elements of an arbitrary operator can be found via its normal ordered form ┺ 悉岫欠賦駐┸ 欠賦岻┺ in 

which the powers of the creation operator precede those of the annihilation operator if 欠賦駐┸ 欠賦  are 

replaced by corresponding z or its complex conjugate and the result is multiplied by the overlap 
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極権】┺ 悉岫欠賦駐┸ 欠賦岻┺ 】権嫗玉 噺 極権】権嫗玉悉墜追鳥岫権茅┸ 権岻 (2.10) 

This is also applicable to the single mode Hamilton operators: 極権】┺ 茎岫欠賦駐┸ 欠賦岻┺ 】権嫗玉 噺 極権】権嫗玉茎墜追鳥岫権茅┸ 権岻 (2.11) 

The index “ord” simply reminds about the terms which originated from commuting 欠賦駐┸ 欠賦 . The 

Hamilton operator of the system is the sum over the dimensions of the individual single-mode 

Hamiltonians and their coupling terms: 極渓沈】┺ 屈 岾欠賦駐岫賃岻┸ 欠賦岫賃岻峇 ┺ 】渓珍玉 噺 禅沈珍屈墜追鳥盤渓沈茅┸ 渓珍匪 (2.12) 

 

 

2.2 Dynamics 

Time dependent variational principle (TDVP) provides a generic way to derive various forms of the 

time-dependent Schrödinger-equation. Several formulations of TDVP exist16, 18-21; our description here 

is based on the approach16 where TDVP is presented in a form similar to the principle of least action in 

classical mechanics and defining equations of motion through Euler-Lagrange equations. According to 

the principle of least action, the equations of motion can be obtained from the extremum of the 

functional 

購 噺 豹 昂岫詩┸ 詩茅┸ 詩岌 ┸ 詩岌 茅岻穴建痛鉄痛迭  (2.13) 

where the Lagrangian is  昂 噺 極皇岫建岻弁件項畠痛 伐 茎弁皇岫建岻玉 (2.14) 

with the differential-operator 項畠痛  acting separately on bras and kets. Any state vector 】皇玉  can be 

rewritten in coherent state form (1.2) 】皇岫詩岫t岻岻玉 噺 】皇岫欠岫t岻┸ 渓岫t岻岻玉, and therefore the Lagrangian can be 

reparametrised with amplitudes and coherent states phase space positions as17: 昂岫詩┸ 詩茅┸ 詩岌 ┸ 詩岌 茅岻 噺 昂岫欠┸ 渓┸ 欠茅┸ 渓茅┸ 欠岌 ┸ 渓岌 ┸ 欠岌 茅┸ 渓岌 茅岻噺 件に 布 禅沈珍沈珍 峪欠沈茅欠岌珍 伐 欠岌沈茅欠珍
髪 欠沈茅欠珍 峭渓沈茅渓岌珍 伐 渓岌 沈茅渓珍 伐 なに 盤渓珍茅渓岌珍 髪 渓岌珍茅渓珍 伐 渓沈茅渓岌 沈 伐 渓岌 沈茅渓沈匪 髪 に件屈墜追鳥盤渓沈茅┸ 渓珍匪嶌崋 

 (2.15) 

Where 詩 噺 岶欠┸ 渓岼 is the vector of the wave function parameters which includes all N×M components of 

the M-dimensional complex vectors 渓珍退怠┸朝  describing the phase space positions of all basis coherent 

states and N their amplitudes 欠珍退怠┸朝. Quantum equations of motion can now be written as standard 

Lagrange equations for the wave function parameters 項昂項詩 伐 ddt 項昂項詩岌 噺 ど (2.16) 

which after introduction of a conjugated momentum 講底 噺 に 擢嬬擢詩岌  can be presented in the form of 

Hamilton’s equations16 
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拶詩岌 噺 項極惹玉項詩茅  (2.17) 

where D is the matrix with the elements 経沈珍 噺 擢訂琶日擢底茅乳 and 極惹玉 is the effective Hamiltonian obtained from 

the Lagrangian (2.14) in the usual way as 極惹玉 噺 慈膳膳 伐 昂. The operator 極惹玉 should not be confused 

with the actual physical Hamiltonian of the system. The Lagrangian 昂 and the effective Hamiltonian 極惹玉 are simply a tool to formally work out the quantum equations of motion.  We have used Greek 

letters 講┸ 購┸ 昂 to denote general momentum, action and Lagrangian associated with it to distinguish 

them from p, S and L the momentum, action and Lagrangian of the actual trajectory of a physical 

coordinate q. More details about the equations and their derivation can be found in17 and in Appendix 

A1. Here we only point out that equations17 have been written not for the oscillating amplitude  欠珍 噺 穴珍exp盤件鯨珍匪 (2.18) 

but for smooth preexponential factor 穴珍, where 鯨珍 is the action along the trajectory. As a result matrix 

D in (2.17) has many small elements and therefore sparse and smooth. 

 In vMCG at each time step one has to find the derivatives of the parameters from the system of 

coupled N×(M+1) linear equations (2.17), where N is the basis set size and M is the number of degrees 

of freedom. Coupled Coherent States (CCS) is another method, which utilises exactly the same 

parametrisation of the wave function (1.2) as vMCG. The difference is that in CCS the trajectories 渓津岫建岻  are predetermined and calculated from essentially classical equations of motion.  Only N 

amplitudes 欠津岫建岻 are found from a quantum variational principle.  As a result the system of linear 

equations for the derivatives of 欠津岫建岻 is much smaller and much simpler than in vMCG.  Matrix D 

used in vMCG has the size of [N×(M+1)]×[ N×(M+1)] and includes that of CCS as a small N×N  

block.  The elements of this small N×N matrix are simply those of the overlap matrix multiplied by the 

exponentials of the classical actions.  CCS trajectories are driven by a classical Hamiltonian with 

quantum corrections 屈墜追鳥  Eq.(2.12),  which is simply the expectation value of the classical 

Hamiltonian with the Gaussian CS.  The mathematical structure of the two methods has been compared 

in17. In this paper we compare their computational cost and accuracy. At the first glance vMCG appears 

more expensive than CCS.  However, as it will be shown below that as vMCG works with a smaller 

basis than CSs, the  computational cost of the two related methods is comparable. 

 

 

III NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

3.1 Basis set sampling  

First we have tested vMCG in the form given in17 on the examples of 1D harmonic and 1D Morse 

oscillators.  Then we employed multidimensional Henon-Heiles model in 2D, 6D, 10D, 18D and 

1458D. The results were compared with CCS and with the benchmarks provided earlier by MCTDH22 

and ML-MCTDH23.  Since both CCS and vMCG utilise the grids of trajectory guided coherent states 

we also compare their accuracy and efficiency. In both CCS and vMCG methods the initial propagating 

wave function is itself a coherent state z0: 
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】皇岫ど岻玉 噺 】渓墜玉 (3.1) 

In both approaches the sampling of the Gaussian Coherent State basis is very important and we have 

used the same techniques suggested previously in11 to select initial conditions for the basis set 】渓珍玉.  
The simplest way to bias the basis to the dynamically important region would be to use the 

“compressed swarm”.  The initial phase space positions of CSs 】渓珍玉  have been chosen randomly from 

a Gaussian distribution centred around 渓墜 

血盤渓珍匪 噺 な講陳 exp 岾伐絞弁渓珍 伐 渓墜弁態峇 (3.2) 

Then the initial amplitudes of 】渓珍玉 are calculated by applying the identity (2.7) as follows   

】皇岫ど岻玉 噺 布  欠珍  岫ど岻 】渓珍岫ど岻秘   噺珍 布    】渓珍岫ど岻秘禅貸層珍沈極渓沈岫ど岻】皇岫ど岻玉    沈┸珍  (3.3) 

In (3.2) the “compression” parameter 絞 determines the degree of bias of the basis set to its centre 渓墜. 

The smaller is the basis set, the more compressed the distribution should be. Parameter 絞 is chosen 

such that the norm of the wave function  極皇岫ど岻】皇岫ど岻玉 噺 布    極皇岫ど岻弁渓珍岫ど岻玉禅貸層珍沈極渓沈岫ど岻】皇岫ど岻玉  蛤 な   沈┸珍  (3.4) 

is close to 1, which is not the case for a small basis which is not “compressed” well enough. The norm 極皇】皇玉 was always kept in the range between 0.990 and 0.995. With the sampling discussed above, the 

two methods (CCS and vMCG) can be compared on equal footing. The sampling described above is 

called Sampling 1 (S1) and used for the majority of the tests.  

We also tried another sampling called S2,  where the propagating CS 】皇岫ど岻玉 噺 】渓墜玉 was 

included into the basis, such that the first basis function is 】渓珍退怠秘 噺 】渓墜玉 (3.5) 

The rest of the basis was chosen randomly as in the sampling S1. In sampling S2 the initial conditions 

for the amplitudes are 穴珍 噺 な if 倹 噺 な and 穴珍 噺 ど if 倹 塙 な. These conditions are further described in 

Appendix A2.   

 Another type of sampling strategy (S3) was used for the 1458D Henon-Heiles model where 

only two modes are excited initially and the rest of the modes are act like a “bath”. For a 

multidimensional initial wave function 弁皇岫賃岻岫ど岻玉 for every mode k a different compression parameter  絞岫賃岻 can be chosen, therefore different compression can be applied for the excited “system” modes and 

for the “bath” modes.  This allows to treat more important modes with less compression and therefore 

with less bias.  This sampling strategy is called “pancake” distribution and has successfully been used 

for CCS previously11, 25  In the 1458D Henon-Heiles system investigated, two adjacent modes (結捲潔怠 

and 結捲潔態) are excited in the middle of the chain for these modes no compression was applied in the 

sampling (i.e. 絞岫勅掴頂怠岻 噺 絞岫勅掴頂態岻 噺 な). For the “bath” modes the compression was applied according to 

the function 
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絞岫賃岻 噺 exp 嵜倦 伐 結捲潔怠 髪 結捲潔態に弘 崟態
 

(3.6) 

where parameter 弘 gives the width of the discrete Gaussian distribution. Geometrically this means that 

the compression rapidly increases for the sampling of less important “bath” modes which are far from 

the excited modes 結捲潔怠 and 結捲潔態. 

 

 

3.2 Harmonic oscillator and 1D Morse oscillator 

For the Harmonic oscillator both CCS and vMCG give exact solution and their amplitudes and 

trajectories are identical. This is due to the fact that with the Hamiltonian of the harmonic oscillator 

vMCG equations are equivalent to CCS equations. The simple 1D Hamiltonian of a Morse oscillator  

茎 噺 喧態に 髪 経勅盤exp岫伐に紅捲岻 伐 にexp岫伐紅捲岻匪 (3.7) 

with the energy parameter 経勅 噺 など┻にの 欠憲 , the parameter ș 噺 ど┻ににどひ  and initial condition at 】皇岫ど岻玉 噺 】権待玉 噺 】圏 噺 の┸ 喧 噺 ど玉, has also been investigated. This system has been previously used to 

test CCS26, 27 and other related techniques. Methods like vMCG and CCS are suited for high 

dimensional problems and for a 1D problem coherent state based methods do not have advantages 

before standard techniques. Moreover if the CS basis becomes too large (which is often just few tens of 

CSs) the overlap matrix in CCS and matrix D of vMCG become singular making propagation 

numerically unstable. This challenge justifies using simple 1D Harmonic and Morse oscillator models 

as a test problem. Also a 1D problem allows to visualise complicates vMCG trajectories.  Fig 1 shows 

the autocorrelation function obtained by the vMCG method and compares it with that of numerically 

exact Split-Operator propagation.  Fig 2 shows the guiding trajectories from vMCG methods, which are 

very different from those of classical mechanics and almost classical CCS trajectories.  The quantum 

vMCG trajectories are “pushed” by each other and by their amplitudes.   

We found that for the sampling S1 the equations of vMCG17 produce an accurate 

autocorrelation function without matrix inversion and regularisation.  For sampling S2 when 

propagation of the CS 】権待玉 is included into the basis and all initial amplitudes except one are zero the 

vMCG system of linear equations is not well defined and the propagation is numerically unstable.  

Inspection of the matrix D reveals the presence of rows and columns with all elements equal to zero 

(Appendix A2), which makes its determinant zero.  This has also been noted for the standard 

implementation of vMCG15.  Propagation with the CCS method is stable for both sampling S1 and S2.  

For the S1 sampling vMCG propagation for 1D Harmonic and Morse oscillators worked with the same 

time step as CCS and therefore the new version of vMCG was as robust and as stable as CCS.  In the 

case of sampling S2 vMCG can be made free of numerical instabilities by either regularising the matrix 

at the first step as it has been done in the Ref15 or by propagating the system with CCS for a few steps 

and switching back to vMCG as soon as all amplitudes become nonzero. 
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3.3 Henon-Heiles model  

Multidimensional Henon-Heiles (HH) potential with strong coupling between the modes provides a 

more challenging benchmark for vMCG and other methods of high dimensional quantum mechanics. 

The potential  

撃岫恵岻 噺 なに 布 圏賃態 髪 膏 布 磐圏賃態圏賃袋怠 髪 なぬ 圏賃袋怠戴 卑仕貸層
暫退層

仕
暫退層  (3.8) 

is multidimensional, anharmonic, unbound and includes coupling terms between the modes with the 

coupling constant 膏 噺 ど┻なななぱどぬ. The vMCG calculations were compared with CCS for 2D, 6D and 

10D and 18D HH systems. In the 2D case comparison can be made with the split-operator method, 

while 6D and 10D results can be compared with the benchmark MCTDH22 and CCS calculations.  In 

the case of 18D model ML-MCTDH benchmark is available23 for the standard HH model and the 

“strong coupling” model with coupling constant twice that of the standard parameter 膏 噺 に 抜ど┻なななぱどぬ.  In addition the ref23 reported a calculation for 1458D Henon-Heiles model.  HH model 

previously was also used to test semiclassical Gaussian based techniques28, 29.   

For 2D, 6D and 10D models the initial conditions were the same for both CCS and vMCG: the 

initial state is placed at 】皇岫ど岻玉 噺 】子待玉 噺 】圏 噺 に┸ 喧 噺 ど玉 ┼ 】圏 噺 に┸ 喧 噺 ど玉  (i.e. initially all modes are 

stretched and have zero momentum).  Those basis Coherent States which become so energetic that they 

escape to the distance q>10 were automatically removed from the calculations.  The Figures 3-8 show 

the real part of the autocorrelation function (ACF) for 2D, 6D and 10D Henon-Heiles potential.   

For the 2D model the time step of vMCG propagation was reduced to 弘建 噺 ど┻どな  to be able to 

run it stably, while CCS was still robust with 弘建 噺 ど┻な in all the cases.  Therefore vMCG can be less 

stable for lower dimensional systems (1D or 2D) but reducing time step solves the problem and it still 

works well. For the basis set size used (i.e. 100) the result of vMCG is visibly better than that of CCS. 

However CCS improves if the basis is increased to 300 CSs such that the number of variational 

parameters for both methods is the same.  

For both vMCG and CCS we observed similar behaviour in 6D and 10D cases shown at the 

figures 4-8.  Running time was 建陳銚掴 噺 にど  with timestep of 弘建 噺 ど┻な  for both cases of CCS and 

vMCG. The initial norm was kept close to 極皇】皇玉 噺 ど┻ひひどの by setting the compression parameter.  For 

the 10D case we compared the deviation of vMCG and CCS from the MCTDH result.  To quantify the 

quality of propagation for the 10D case the deviation from benchmark MCTHD was calculated for the 

first (Fig. 6-7) and the second recurrence (Fig. 8) for both CCS and vMCG.  The comparison of the 

results can be seen in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively. Deviation is defined as the square root of the 

integral of the square modulus of the difference between the real parts of the two autocorrelation 

functions. The conclusion is that for the same number of variational parameters both CCS and vMCG 

perform on the same level of accuracy.  In high dimensional 6D and 10D cases the time step was the 

same for both vMCG and CCS and vMCG performance was sufficiently robust and stable. 

Two different 18D HH systems were investigated and the results are shown on Figures 9-11, 

which present the absolute value of the autocorrelation function.  The first system had the coupling 

constant 膏 噺 ど┻なななぱどぬ    as in the previous cases of 2D, 6D and 10D models, the second system had a 
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stronger coupling 膏 噺 ど┻ににぬはどは     increased by the factor of 2.   Only the modes 4, 8,12 and 16 were 

excited 弁皇岫替岻岫ど岻玉 噺 弁皇岫腿岻岫ど岻玉 噺 弁皇岫怠態岻岫ど岻玉 噺 弁皇岫怠滞岻岫ど岻玉 噺 】圏 噺 に┸ 喧 噺 ど玉 in both the standard and 

stronger coupling cases.  For 18D HH simulations running time was 建陳銚掴 噺 はど  and the time step had 

to be reduced to  弘建 噺 ど┻どの  for CCS and 弘建 噺 ど┻どな for vMCG. The initial norm was set with the 

compression parameter to be close to  極皇】皇玉 噺 ど┻ひひぬ.   The results of the standard and strong coupling 

can be seen in the Figures 9-11.  These results were compared with ML-MCTDH simulations23 (Fig. 

9a) and (Fig. 10a). For CCS 3000 basis vectors were used, while in the case of vMCG the basis set size 

was 150 Coherent States, however essentially the same result can be obtained with 1000 CSs for CCS 

and 50 CSs for vMCG (frame (b) on Figures 9-10) so that both vMCG and CCS calculations were well 

converged.  The strongly coupled Henon-Heiles model is a more demanding problem: after a few 

oscillations the autocorrelation function decays so rapidly that it almost vanishes. On Fig. 11 the CCS 

and vMCG results are shown, compared with ML-MCTDH results. Although a relatively large basis 

set was used – 4000 CSs for CCS and 200 for vMCG – the running time of the simulation was shorter 

compared to the previous case of standard HH model. This is due to the trajectories of the basis 

Coherent States escaping from the well of the Henon-Heiles potential and being removed from the 

propagation.  By the end of the propagation only 300 CSs were left in the case of CCS and only 8 for 

vMCG, making the basis very small.  The quality of basis can be easily improved by generating new 

basis functions instead of escaping ones, but we have not done it in this work.  As can be seen from the 

figure 11 even a very small basis provides quite accurate result where the autocorrelation function is 

not very small.   

Since the HH 1458D benchmark result was available for the 1458D Henon-Heiles model23 we 

endeavoured to attempt similar calculation with vMCG and CCS methods.  In ref23 two cases of 1458D 

HH model were investigated.  In the first case, called System 1, only the modes 486 and 487 were 

initially excited to 弁皇岫替腿滞岻岫ど岻玉 噺 弁皇岫替腿胎岻岫ど岻玉 噺 】圏 噺 に┸ 喧 噺 ど玉.  In the second case called System 2 

only the modes 729 and 730 were stretched as   弁皇岫胎態苔岻岫ど岻玉 噺 弁皇岫胎戴待岻岫ど岻玉 噺 】圏 噺 に┸ 喧 噺 ど玉.  In both 

systems the excited modes are in the midle of the chain of coupled oscillators and far from its ends.  

Thus, our expectation is, that the results from the two exact propagations should lie very close to one 

another. The difference between the two cases is that for the System 1 the mode combination in not 

good.  Quoting the ref23, System 1 “represents an example of the wrong choice of tree structure” in 

ML-MCTDH.  On the contrary the mode combination and ML-MCTDH tree structure for the System 2 

is correct.  Simulations of the 1458D Henon-Heiles model would be very time consuming for vMCG 

albeit not impossible. Even a basis set as small as 5 Gaussian Coherent Sets would include 

1458×5+5=7295 variational parameters which would require the solution of a system of 7295 linear 

equations (1.3) for derivatives of the parameters.  On the other hand CCS was able to tackle this very 

high dimensional problem, yielding the results shown on Figures 12-14  for the basis of 500CSs 

sampled with Sampling S3.  Sampling S1 gives similar result.  Fig.12 shows that CCS autocorrelation 

function deviates from that of ML-MCTDH for the System 1 very quickly, but agreement for the 

System 2 is much better.  Figure 13 indicates that for the System 2 the first two recurrences are in good 

agreement with ML-MCTDH.  Unlike ML-MCTDH results from CCS for System 1 and System 2 are 

identical as shown at the Figure 14.   CCS deviates from ML-MCTDH at later time.   
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We know from previous experience with CCS and related techniques that at longer times the quality of 

CCS basis always deteriorates because a) the Coherent States run away from each other and eventually 

stop exchanging amplitudes, and b) CCS trajectories may guide basis in the wrong place.  As a result, 

at longer times CCS works as a semiclassical technique.  Good sampling of the basis set is crucial for 

the efficiency and convergence of CCS and the same can be said about vMCG or any other trajectory 

based method.   MCTDH is also a short time method and it provides accurate results only if appropriate 

mode combination is found.   

 

 

V CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper the numerical implementation of the modified vMCG equations was discussed. The 

results are directly compared with the results obtained by CCS on equal formal footing. The tests and 

comparisons have been made for 1D harmonic, 1D Morse oscillator and for 2D, 6D, 10D and 18D 

Henon-Heiles models. For the same basis set size vMCG is more accurate but for the same number of 

variational parameters the quality of vMCG and CCS propagations is similar. Convergence and 

efficiency of CCS has been investigated previously and the modified vMCG method shows very 

similar numerical behaviour in terms of convergence of results and norm-conservation. The main result 

of this paper is that for the test systems considered here our implementation of the modified version of 

vMCG equations works without regularising and inverting the matrix D in Eq.(1.3), which significantly 

reduces computational costs.  

 It is interesting to discuss the future of various trajectory based methods for quantum molecular 

dynamics simulations where “on the fly” ab-initio dynamics is the current trend. Many ab-initio 

techniques such as Multiple Spawning (AIMS)9, 30, Multiconfigurational Ehrenfest dynamics (MCE)31, 

which is a generalisation of CCS, and “on the fly” implementation of vMCG exist32, 33. In such 

methods the potential energy surfaces are calculated by applying an electronic structure package along 

the trajectory, which is the most expensive part of calculations. Having fewer vMCG trajectories may 

therefore have an advantage over the methods which use predetermined trajectories.  On the other hand 

methods like CCS/MCE allow the running of trajectories one by one independently from each other 

which is not possible in vMCG, where trajectories are coupled with each other. Independent 

trajectories allow a detailed exploration of the dynamically relevant part of the PES prior to actual 

quantum dynamics calculation. Many electronic structure points can be accumulated and fit with the 

modern algorithms1, 2. Perhaps a combination of vMCG and techniques which use predetermined 

trajectories will provide an optimum solution in the future.  
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APPENDIX 

 

A1 Working equations of modified vMCG 

Derivation of the equations of motion for 】皇岫欠┸ 渓岻玉  from the time-dependent variational principle 

enables us to investigate CCS and vMCG on the same formal footing. The Euler-Lagrange equations 

(2.16) for dynamic parameters 欠沈岫建岻 and 渓沈岫建岻 can be obtained separately from the Lagrangian (2.15) 

as 項昂項欠 伐 ddt 項昂項欠岌 茅 噺 ど     and    項昂項渓 伐 ddt 項昂項渓岌 茅 噺 ど┻    (A1.1) 

Performing the variation for amplitudes 欠沈茅岫建岻 gives 件 布 禅沈珍珍 欠岌珍 伐 布 禅沈珍珍 欠珍屈墜追鳥盤渓沈茅┸ 渓珍匪 髪 件 布 禅沈珍珍 欠珍 蕃盤渓沈茅 伐 渓珍茅匪渓岌珍 髪 渓珍茅渓岌珍に 伐 渓岌珍茅渓珍に 否 噺 ど 

 (A1.2) 

and the variation of 渓沈茅岫建岻 is 件 布 禅沈珍欠沈茅珍 欠岌珍盤渓珍 伐 渓沈匪 伐 布 禅沈珍珍 欠沈茅欠珍 峭件渓岌珍 伐 項屈墜追鳥盤渓沈茅┸ 渓珍匪項渓沈茅 嶌 髪 

件 デ 禅沈珍珍 欠沈茅欠珍盤渓珍 伐 渓沈匪脹 峭盤渓沈茅 伐 渓珍茅匪渓岌珍 髪 渓乳茅渓岌 乳態 伐 渓岌 乳茅渓乳態 髪 件屈墜追鳥盤渓沈茅┸ 渓珍匪嶌 噺 ど. 

 (A1.3) 

For the sake of greater stability and better robustness it is convenient to introduce a smoothing 

preexponential factor to describe the rapidly oscillating amplitudes 欠珍: 欠珍 噺 穴珍 exp盤件鯨珍匪 (A1.4) 

where 鯨 can be calculated from the classical action: 

鯨珍 噺 豹 件に 盤渓珍茅渓岌珍 伐 渓岌珍茅渓珍匪 伐 屈墜追鳥盤渓珍茅┸ 渓珍匪穴建痛鉄痛迭  (A1.5) 

With this preexponential factor equation (A1.2) can be rewritten as 布 禅沈珍珍 exp盤件鯨珍匪 穴岌珍 髪 布 禅沈珍珍 exp盤件鯨珍匪 穴珍盤件盤渓珍茅 伐 渓沈茅匪渓岌珍匪
噺 伐件 布 禅沈珍珍 exp盤件鯨珍匪 穴珍 岾屈墜追鳥盤渓沈茅┸ 渓珍匪 伐 屈墜追鳥盤渓珍茅┸ 渓珍匪峇 

(A1.6) 

and equation (A1.3) becomes 
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布 禅沈珍珍 exp 岾件盤鯨珍 伐 鯨沈匪峇 穴沈茅盤渓珍 伐 渓沈匪 穴岌珍髪 布 禅沈珍珍 exp 岾件盤鯨珍 伐 鯨沈匪峇 穴沈茅 穴珍範な髪 盤渓珍 伐 渓沈匪盤渓珍茅 伐 渓沈茅匪飯渓岌珍噺 伐件 布 禅沈珍珍 exp 岾件盤鯨珍 伐 鯨沈匪峇 穴沈茅 穴珍 峪岾屈墜追鳥盤渓沈茅┸ 渓珍匪
伐 屈墜追鳥盤渓珍茅┸ 渓珍匪峇 盤渓珍 伐 渓沈匪 髪 項屈墜追鳥盤渓沈茅┸ 渓珍匪項渓沈茅 崋 

(A1.7) 

The time evolution of 】皇岫建岻玉 can be described by solving the equations for 穴沈岫建岻, 鯨沈岫建岻 and 渓沈岫建岻. In 

the case of CCS the equations of motion for 渓沈岫建岻 are given by Hamilton’s equations: 

渓岌珍 噺 伐件 項屈墜追鳥盤渓珍茅┸ 渓珍匪項渓珍茅  
(A1.8) 

This can be obtained from (A1.6) if all terms containing small overlaps 禅沈珍 between different coherent 

states are neglected. In CCS the equations for the amplitudes (preexponential factors) are still the same 

as (A1.6). Although the trajectories (A1.8) are not fully variational the CCS technique is still fully 

quantum because it relies on the exact coupled equations for the amplitudes. It has been shown in CCS 

that better stability is achieved by smoothing the amplitude by (A1.4). In vMCG both fully variational 

equations (A1.5) and (A1.6) are used, these are in principle equivalent to those of original vMCG 

theory15. The equations are forming a system of linear equations for the dynamical variables 穴沈岫建岻 and 渓沈岫建岻: 

布 布 経沈珍岫怠袋陳┸怠袋津岻岫津岻珍 糠岌珍岫怠袋津岻 噺 決沈岫怠袋陳岻 (A1.9) 

where 糠岌珍岫怠袋津岻 噺 範穴岌珍 ┸ 権岌珍岫怠岻┸ ┼ ┸ 権岌珍岫津岻飯 (A1.10) 

This set of linear equation can be written in matrix form as 

琴欽欽
欽欣 経な沈珍経ぬ沈珍岫怠岻 経に沈珍岫怠岻経ね沈珍岫怠┸怠岻教経ぬ沈珍岫陳岻 教経ね沈珍岫陳┸怠岻

橋橋 経に沈珍岫津岻経ね沈珍岫怠┸津岻狂橋 教経ね沈珍岫陳┸津岻筋禽禽
禽禁

琴欽欽
欽欣 穴岌珍権岌珍岫怠岻教権岌珍岫津岻筋禽禽

禽禁 噺 琴欽欽
欽欣 決な沈決に沈岫怠岻教決に沈岫陳岻筋禽禽

禽禁 (A1.11) 

where in this block matrix every letter represents an 軽 抜 軽 matrix with the following elements: 経な沈珍  噺 禅沈珍exp 岫件鯨珍岻 経に沈珍岫津岻 噺 禅沈珍exp 岫件鯨珍岻穴珍岾権沈茅岫津岻 伐 権珍茅岫津岻峇 経に沈珍岫津岻 噺 禅沈珍exp 岫件鯨珍岻穴珍岾権沈茅岫津岻 伐 権沈茅岫津岻峇 経ぬ沈珍岫陳岻 噺 禅沈珍exp 岫件岫鯨珍 伐 鯨珍岻岻穴沈茅盤権珍岫陳岻 伐 権沈岫陳岻匪 経ね沈珍岫陳┸津岻 噺 禅沈珍exp 岫件岫鯨珍 伐 鯨珍岻岻穴沈茅穴珍 峙絞岫陳津岻 髪 盤権珍岫陳岻 伐 権沈岫陳岻匪岾権沈茅岫津岻 伐 権珍茅岫津岻峇峩 
決な沈  噺 伐件 布 禅沈珍exp 岫件鯨珍岻珍 穴珍 岾屈墜追鳥盤渓沈茅┸ 渓珍匪 伐 屈墜追鳥盤渓珍茅┸ 渓珍匪峇 
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決に沈岫津岻 噺 伐件 布 禅沈珍exp 岫件岫鯨珍珍 伐 鯨珍岻岻穴沈茅穴珍 峪盤権珍岫陳岻 伐 権沈岫陳岻匪 岾屈墜追鳥盤渓沈茅┸ 渓珍匪 伐 屈墜追鳥盤渓珍茅┸ 渓珍匪峇
髪 項屈墜追鳥盤渓沈茅┸ 渓珍匪項権沈茅岫津岻 崋 

  (A1.12) 

The only improvement is that they are written for the smooth preexponential factor d rather than for the 

amplitude itself. Although an attempt has been made in the original vMCG15 to take oscillating part 

away from the amplitude the exact way of how this should be done can be important.  In the current 

formulation the smoothening is done in a fashion similar to the CCS technique and the matrix D 

appears to be small, smooth and sparse and reasonably well behaved. 

Numerically CCS can be implemented easier than vMCG. The two differences in the program code are 

the way 穴岌  and 権岌  are calculated and the derivative matrix of the Hamiltonian. The structure of the 

working matrix of CCS is simpler as it contains coefficients for 穴岌 only, thus it is independent of the 

dimension of the system. The other significant difference is that CCS uses only the diagonal elements 

of the derivative of the Hamiltonian, whereas for vMCG all the elements for all dimensions have to be 

calculated. 

 

 

 

A2 Numerical instabilities of Sampling S2 

 

Let us set one of the initial CS to 】皇岫ど岻玉 噺 】渓墜玉 such as in (3.5) 】渓珍退怠秘 噺 】渓墜玉 (A2.1) 

Then the initial amplitude is 

系沈 噺 極渓沈】渓待玉 噺 頒 な系態教系沈 番 (A2.2) 

and the overlap-matrix will be: 

禅沈珍 噺 極渓沈弁渓珍玉 噺 琴欽欽
欣 な系態茅教系沈茅

系態な教極渓沈】渓態玉
橋橋狂橋

系珍極渓態弁渓珍玉教な 筋禽禽
禁
 . (A2.3) 

Amplitude d is calculated from the set of linear equations 系珍 噺 布 禅沈珍珍 穴沈 (A2.4) 

and the only solution for (A2.4) with matrix (A2.3) and vector (A2.2) is 
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穴沈茅 噺 崛など教ど崑    a�d 穴珍 噺 岷な┸ど┸ ┼ ┸ど峅 ┻ (A2.5) 

The initial action 鯨珍 噺 ど and therefore exp盤件鯨珍匪 噺 な┻ With these conditions the components of matrix 

D and vector b in equations (A1.11) will be as follows: 経な沈珍  噺 禅沈珍 経に沈珍岫津岻 噺 禅沈珍岾権沈茅岫津岻 伐 権珍茅岫津岻峇       if   件 伴 に┸ 倹 噺 な   a�d   ど   elsewhere  経ぬ沈珍岫陳岻 噺 禅沈珍盤権珍岫陳岻 伐 権沈岫陳岻匪         if   件 噺 に┸ 倹 伴 な   a�d   ど   elsewhere  経ね沈珍岫陳┸津岻 噺 絞岫陳津岻                                       if   件 噺 倹 噺 な        a�d   ど   elsewhere 

決な沈  噺 伐件 布 禅沈珍珍 岾屈墜追鳥盤渓沈茅┸ 渓珍匪 伐 屈墜追鳥盤渓珍茅┸ 渓珍匪峇   if   件 伴 に┸ 倹 噺 な   a�d   ど   elsewhere 

決に沈岫津岻 噺 伐件 布 項屈墜追鳥盤渓沈茅┸ 渓珍匪項権沈茅岫津岻珍                                        if   件 噺 倹 噺 な        a�d   ど   elsewhere 

  (A2.6) 

 
It can be seen, that in matrix D every 岫券 髪 件岻岫件 髪 な岻th  column and every 岫兼 髪 倹岻岫倹 髪 な岻th  row 
contains zeros only. This makes D singular, although the matrix is not inverted; therefore the problem 
with det 拶 噺 ど is still solvable. The under-determined system of linear equations in the case of vMCG 
will lead to numerical difficulties which requires regularisation. In the case of CCS only D1 and b1 are 
calculated; this system has unambiguous solutions. 
The probability that in a Monté-Carlo sampled basis (used for sampling S1 and S3) one basis vector 
will be equivalent to the initial wave function is practically zero. However if a sampling condition 
similar to S2 is required, vMCG can always be regularised at the very first step by either regularising 
matrix D or by propagating the first few steps with CCS which is a simpler and physically more 
justifiable solution. 
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Figures 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1  Real part of the autocorrelation function of a 1D Morse-potential given by vMCG with the 

basis set size of 10 Gaussians (solid line), compared results from Split-Operator method (crosses) 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2  Typical complicated quantum variational trajectories of a 1D Morse-potential with vMCG 

(dashed line) and simple CCS (solid line) 
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Fig. 3  Real part of the autocorrelation function for 2D Henon-Heiles problem. CCS and vMCG with 

the basis of 100 CSs (frames a and b).  CCS with the basis of 300 CSs and therefore with the same 

amount of variational parameters (frame c).  The results are compared with those of split operator 

method (crosses).  
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Fig. 4   Real part of the autocorrelation function for 6D Henon-Heiles problem.  CCS and vMCG with 

the basis of 100 CSs (frames a and b).  CCS with the basis of 700 CSs and therefore with the same 

amount of variational parameters (lower frame c).  The results are compared with those of MCTDH 

method (crosses). 
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Fig. 5  Real part of the autocorrelation function for 10D Henon-Heiles problem with CCS with the 

basis of 100 CSs (solid line) compared with results from MCTDH (crosses) (frame a) and the first 

recurrence (frame b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6  Real part of the autocorrelation function for 10D Henon-Heiles problem with CCS with the 

basis of 1000 CSs (solid line) compared with results from MCTDH (crosses) (frame a) and the first 

recurrence (frame b) 
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Fig. 7  Real part of the autocorrelation function for 10D Henon-Heiles problem with vMCG with the 

basis of 100 CSs (solid line) compared with results from MCTDH (crosses) (frame a) and the first 

recurrence (frame b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8  Comparison of the second recurrence of the autocorrelation function for 10D Henon-Heiles 

problem obtained with CCS (1000 CSs) and vMCG (100 CSs) (frame a and b). Results from MCTDH 

are shown by crosses. 
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Fig. 9  Absolute value of the autocorrelation function for 18D Henon-Heiles problem with CCS 

(3000CSs) and its convergence (frame a and b). Results from ML-MCTDH are shown by dashed line 

on frame (a). 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 10  Absolute value of the autocorrelation function for 18D Henon-Heiles problem with vMCG 

(150CSs) and its convergence (frame a and b). Results from ML-MCTDH are shown by dashed line on 

frame (a). 
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Fig. 11  Absolute value of the autocorrelation function for 18D Henon-Heiles problem of strong 

coupling, with CCS (4000 CSs) (frame a) and with vMCG (200 CSs) (frame b). Results from ML-

MCTDH are shown by dashed line on both frames. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 12  Absolute value of the autocorrelation function for 1458D Henon-Heiles problem (System 1) 

with CCS (500CSs) (frame a and b). Results from ML-MCTDH are shown by dashed lines on both 

frames. 
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Fig. 13  Absolute value of the autocorrelation function for 1458D Henon-Heiles problem (System 2) 

with CCS (500CSs) (frame a and b). Results from ML-MCTDH are shown by dashed lines on both 

frames.  The difference between CCS and ML-MCTDH autocorrelation function for the System 2 is 

less then the difference between ML-MCTDH results for System 1 and System 2 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 14  Comparison of absolute value of the autocorrelation function for 1458D Henon-Heiles 

problem. The CCS autocorrelation functions for System 1 and System 2 shown at the frame (a) 

coinside.  The ML-MCTDH results for the two systems are shown at the frame (b).  
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Tables 

 

 

 

number of 
initial basis-
vectors 

deviation from 
MCTDH 
1st recurrence 

deviation from 
MCTDH 
2nd recurrence 

running 
time  
[sec] 

compression 
[n=0.9905] 

remaining 
basis-vectors 

number of 
variational 
parameters 
(number of 
remaining 
parameters are in 
brackets) 

25 0.9495 0.2857 1.7 4.16 10 25 (10) 

500 0.3752 0.2213 730.5 1.73 195 500 (195) 

1000 0.3062 0.1519 2965.8 1.55 425 1000 (425) 

 

Table 1.  Deviation of the CCS result from that of MCTDH for a different number of initial basis-

vectors 

 

 

 

number of 
initial basis-
vectors 

deviation from 
MCTDH 
1st recurrence 

deviation from 
MCTDH 
2nd recurrence 

running 
time  
[sec] 

Compression 
[n=0.9905] 

remaining 
basis-vectors 

number of 
variational 
parameters 
(number of 
remaining 
parameters are in 
brackets) 

10 1.0586 0.2419 0.4 7.055 1 111 (11) 

50 0.5252 0.2650 24.7 3.24 20 550 (220) 

100 0.2536 0.1639 138.7 2.65 35 1100 (385) 

 

Table 2. Comparison of the vMCG result with that of MCTDH for a different number of initial basis-

vectors 


